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1. Introduction
A quasiconformal mapping w(z) of the unit disc A={z\ \z\ <1} onto itself
is known to have continuous boundary values, hence we may consider the class
Q(w; Δ, Δ) of all quasiconformal mappings of Δ onto itself that coincide with
w(z) on the boundary dA={z\ | # | = 1}. In Q(w; Δ, Δ) there is at least one
quasiconformal mapping whose maximal dilatation is a minimum. Such a
quasiconformal mapping is called extremal in the class Q(w; Δ, Δ). If there
exists a regular single-valued analytic function φ defined on Δ and if the complex
dilatation μ of a quasiconformal mapping is written in the form
£ (1)μ k
\φ\
except at zeros of <p> then it is called a Teichmϋller mapping corresponding to
<p. It was studied by K. Strebel [4] whether a quasiconformal mapping f(z)
with the complex dilatation of the form (1) is extremal in the class Q(f; Δ, Δ)
or not.
In section 2 and section 3 we prove two distortion theorems which serve to
show some extremality. In section 4 some extremal quasiconformal mappings
which are not Teichmϋller mappings in general are considered.
2. Distortion of argument (1)
Let w(z) be a ^-quasiconformal mapping which maps |z\ < 1 onto | w| < 1
with α;(0)=0 and w{\)=\ and let argw(z)=argw(reiθ) a continuous branch
with arg w(l)=0. Then we have
Theorem 1. For all K-quasiconformal mappings which map | # | < 1 onto
\w\ < 1 with ft>(0)=0 and w(l)=l, we have
logr
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This bound is best possible.
We begin with some preliminary considerations. For \w(r)\ it is well
known that —-^-rκ< \ w(r) \ <4rκ~\ Therefore for each r we have
\
w
(r)\ = c(r)r^ with ^L<c(r)<4, λ<f{r)£K. ( 3 )
Also the next inequality is known to hold (see for example [1])
max \w(reiθ)\
° - β
< 2 7 C < \ ( K ) — * eΛK— 4-O(e~*κ)
min \w(r
e
<°)\-X{K) Ϊ6
so that we see at once
max \w(reiθ)\ ^
/ 4 \
min I w(reiθ) \ ^XίK)'1^*"
In order to estimate max | arg w(reiθ)—arg w(r) \, we need
O^0<2Λ
Lemma, For K-quasiconformal mapping w{z) which maps \ z \ < 1 onto
I w I < 1 with w{ϋ)—0 we have
max I arg w(reiθ)—arg w(r) \ <N
τ
< oo , ( 5 )
where N1 is a constant depending only on K.
Proof. The lemma is a consequence of the following
Theorem ([2], theorem 2). Suppose that w is a K-quasiconformal mapping
of the extended plane and that w(°o)=zoo. Then for each triple of distinct finite
points z
λ
, z0> z2
where φ
κ
{r)=μΓι{Kμ{r)) and
α=arcsin ( '*'-*»! Y /?=arcsin ! \
)-f(z0)\)
arcs in (
z,-z01 + I z 2 - z 0 \ r
H
 \\f{z
x
)-f{zQ)I + If(z2
Here μ(r) is the modulus of the unit disc slit along the real axis from 0 to r, and
μ'1 is the inverse of μ.
Proof of lemma. The mapping w(z) in our lemma is extended by reflexion
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to a ^ -quasiconformal mapping of the extended plane with w?(oo)=cχ5) and we
apply the above theorem to the inverse «Γ\
Suppose that w satisfies the inequalities;
^ max \2iVgw(re)iβ—
where n is a positive integer. Then there exists at least 2n— 1 points such
that O=Θ1<Θ2< •"<θ2n_1=2π and that |arg w(reiθ)—arg w(reiθ2)| = |arg w{reiθ2)
—argw(reiθή\ = '=\2irgw(eriθ2"-ή—2Lrgw(reiθ2»-ή\ = π. If we put w(reiθ »),
w(0), w(reiByt+i) in place of zly zoy z2 in (*) respectively and z^=reiθ*> zo=0y ^v+i
=re
iθ
»+i in place oίf{z
λ
)yf(z0)yf{z2) in (*) respectively, ( i / = l , 2, •••, 2n—2)y then
a = arc sin ( ^ ^ — } - — ^ ^ ±± ) = arc s in 1 = — ,
{re r e
 !
\
re
iθ,_Oι + lreiθv+1__
1
= arc sin — 1 1 -
2 '
and
sin fl^zA^fsin ^ ) =
 φ
i > \ ,
 {v = l, 2 ) .... 2 « - 2 ) .
Therefore we have
0
v + 1 - 0 v ^ 4 a r c s i n ^ - l ^ , (n = 1,2, . . . , 2 Λ - 2 ) .
On adding these 2n—2 inequalities we obtain
27r^4(2n—2) arc sin 9?^ —γ= J
or
Putting ΛΓ1=( g +2)τr
4 arc sin ^ - ^ J
4 arc sin φJ -~J
we have
max I arg w(reiθ)—arg ^(r
O^0<2τr
thus the lemma is proved.
Proof of theorem 1. By Z=log z and W^=log w we map | z \ < 1 and | w \ < 1
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conformally onto half strips of height 2π such that Z(l)=log 1=0 and W(l)
=log 1=0, in the Z and W planes. Then a quadrilateralq= {z\r< \z\ < 1 , 0
<arg#<2τr} in the z plane will be mapped onto a quadrilateral Q={Z\logr
< X < 0 , 0 < Y<2π) in the Z=X+iY plane. Let Qf be the quadrilateral in the
W plane to which Q corresponds, and let M{Q) and M(Qf) denote the moduli
of Q and Q\ Then
M(Q) = J-log A.
On the other hand, applying RengePs inequality ([3], p. 24) to Q', we have
m{QI)
where S
a
(Q') and Sb(Q') denote the distances between a-sides and b-sides in Q'
respectively and m(Q') the area of Q'.
The lemma and (4) imply that left one of b-sides in Q' must lie in {W= U-\-iV
I U^log \{K)c{r)r^r\ I V \ > \ arg w(r) \ -iVj when | arg zί (r) | >iV
x
. Put
N2=(N1-\-2π) sgn arg z^(r), when | arg w(r) | >N1-\-2π. Then it follows by use
of the Pythagorus equality that
For
On using these inequalities, (7) becomes
|arg^r)-iV 2 l 2 +logλ(iq<
^ I arg w(r)-N2
7) we have by (4)
If we combine above inequality with (6), it holds that
I arg w(r)-N212^f(r)(K-f(r)) | log r 12+(21 log λ(i^)
+ « : | log X(K)->c(r) I) I log r I + I log \(K)c(r) \ \
Dividing both sides by | log r | 2 and letting r tend to 0, we have
lim arg w(r)
logr
Next, we suppose that
K K
^lim Vf(r)(K-f(r)) ^ ^ =
logr
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We introduce an auxiliary i£2-quasiconformal mapping w1(reiθ)=rΛeicθ ^ l o g r ) ,
where β2= — a2+(K1+—-ja—ly -—^a^Kx and sgn/5=±l according as
j ^ a r g ^ r )
 =
 U 1 Λ
 Q r l i marg w(r) = Uκ_±_
™ lloerl 2 \ K 1 ^ l l o g r i 2 \ K
The composed i^^-quasiconformal mapping w°w
x
 maps | a r |< l onto
so that wow^ϋ)^ and «;oa;1(l)=l. On account of (8) it satisfies
lim
logr
By (5) its argument is written in the form arg«;o^1(r)=argzϋ(r<1>)+arg^1(r)
+A(r), where A(r) satisfies \A(r) \ <N
λ
. There is a sequence {rj such that
κκ
x
.
arg w(r*
=lim
arg w(rΛ)
logr
1/81
or
x
 2\β\
 κ
If we put α =
:
α α
then
1 21/81 _ 2(K'+1) // K K>
Letting ^ - ^ °° we have
Hence
log r K
The bound —(κ-—\ is attained by zv(reiβ)=raeicβ'βlogn, where α = —) -4(4)-
q. e. d.
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3. Distortion of argument (2)
Theorem 2. Suppose that w{z) is a K-quasiconformal mapping of \ z \ < 1
onto I w\ < 1 with w(0)=0 and w{\)=\ and that
I w(r) I = c(r)ra, log c(r) = o(log r ) . ( 9 )
Then
arg w(r)
lim ,
logr
each a this bound is best possible.
(10)
1Proof. We remark first that a lies between — and K. We use the same
K
reasoning as in section 2 to obtain
I w(r) I = c(r)r\ log c(r) = o(log r)
max I w(rβf'θ) | ^λ(i^)ί:(r)rΛ, log c(r) = o(log r)
min \w(reiθ)\ ^λ(i^)"V(r)rα, logc(r) = o(logr).
Putting f(r)=a in (8) we have
lim arg gp(r)logr
(3')
(4')
(8')
We suppose that
lim
arg w(r)
logr
Using an auxiliary i^-quasiconformal mapping w(reiθ)=rΛeicθ ^ lo«r), we have in
the same manner as in section 2
because the composed jO^-quasiconformal mapping satisfies (9) with aa in
place of a. Therefore we have
For α Φ — we put a—~ —K1 and let Kλ-
K. a(K—K *)
, so that we have
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Hence we have the desired inequality (10). For a=— (11) becomes
K
On putting a=\/K1 and letting K1->ooy we have also δ=0. For each a the
bound is attained by w(reie)=rae^'blO8r\ b2=a(κ+\λ-(a2+l). q. e. d.
4. Some extremal mappings
Let w{z) be an extremal quasiconformal mapping in Q{w\ Δ, Δ). If we
map Δ conformally onto a Jordan region D by φ and map Δ onto an another
Jordan region U by ψ, then we obtain a boundary correspondence given by
yjrozυoφ'1 between D and D\ In Q^yjrowocp'1', D, D'), ylr°w°φ~ι is again
extremal and if WΊs extremal inQfaowoφ'1; D, D') then <p~1oWo\Jr is extremal
in Q{w\ Δ, Δ). By this reason extremal quasiconformal mappings which we
are going to deal with are those which have the boundary correspondence between
D and D\
Theorem 3. Let W0(Z)=f(X)+i(Y+g(X)) be a K-quasiconformal map-
ping of D={Z=X+iY\X<0, 0<Y<2τr} such that f(0)=g(0)=0 and thatf(X)
US J\. . lj
lim g(X)x K
then W0(Z) is extremal in Q(W0; D, D'), where D'=W0(D).
Proof. Let W(Z) be a ίC'-quasiconformal mapping in Q(W0; D, D'). We
map D into Δ by z=ez and D' into another Δ. Then emiogz:> with log 1=0 is
a ^'-quasiconformal mapping of Δ onto Δ with ewaos0:ι = 0 and ewa°sl:>=l,
because it is topological on Δ and .K'-quasiconformal in Δ—{z=x-\-iy\0^x
< 1 , ^=0}, ([3], I. Satz 8, 3). Theorem 1 asserts that
&rgev n
logr
4H)
= lim
logr
= lim
x
Therefore we have K'TtK and it is shown that W0(Z) is extremal in
Q(W0; D, D'). q. e. d.
The complex dilatation of W
a
{Z) is of the form as follows;
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If μWQ(Z)=k ^ ' , k=—^- , with analytic φ in D, then arg <p=constant on\φ(Z)\ K+ί
each X=cy — oo<£<0, and φ=e
az+b
. But it is not difficult to see that β=0.
We conclude that W0(Z) is not Teichmuller mapping except the case when
W0(Z) is an affine mapping.
By the same resoning as before and by theorem 2 we obtain the following
Theorem 4. Let W
a
(Z)=f(X)+i(Y+g(X)) be K-quasiconformal mapping
of D={Z=X+iY\X<Oy 0<Y<2π} such that /(0)=£(0)=0, f(X)->oo as
— oo and that lim
X
=a, — <a<K. If
'K
then W
a
(Z) is extremal in Q(W
a
; D, D'\ where D'=W
a
{D).
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